In vivo optical reflectance imaging of spreading depression waves in rat brain with and without focal cerebral ischemia
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1 Introduction

Focal cerebral ischemia, clinically called stroke, may result in severe or lethal neurological deficits. Ischemia results from a transient or permanent reduction in cerebral blood flow that is restricted to the territory of a major brain artery.1 Middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) is usually used to model the focal cerebral ischemia in both rodents and primates.2-6 Due to differences in residual cerebral blood flow (CBF) and metabolism, the ischemic hemisphere consists of an ischemic core (infarct), the ischemic penumbra, and normal tissue.1,7 The ischemic penumbra is the transition zone between the normal tissue and the infarct, and may be either only reversibly damaged or destined to infarct. The primary goal of neuroprotection in focal cerebral ischemia is to salvage the penumbra.1 The evolution of the ischemic penumbra into infarction is of particular interest.7-9

Many imaging techniques, including PET,5,10 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),5,11 laser speckle contrast imaging,12,13 near-infrared spectroscopy,14,15 and autoradiography,16,17 have been used to study focal cerebral ischemia. Previous studies have concentrated on the residual CBF and the water flow (movement of water in/out of cells) in the tissue. This work investigates how focal cerebral ischemia alters spontaneous spreading depression (SD) waves. SD is attracting intensive attention for its underlying role in ischemia.18-24 Since SD waves that spread from the penumbral area have been shown to cause expansion of the infarct core,16,19,21 electrophysiological recordings of SD waves have been used for acute and long-term monitoring of ischemia;24 however, such recordings have inherently low spatial resolution. Optical intrinsic signal imaging (OISI), on the other hand, is a neuroimaging technique that can map a large region of cortex both with high temporal and spatial resolution.25-29 OISI uses a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera to image optical reflectance at 550-nm wavelength, which is sensitive to SD wave propagation due to changes in regional cerebral blood volume (CBV). The deoxyhemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin have nearly the same absorbance at the 550-nm wavelength.27 OISI has previously been applied to study SD in the normal cortex.25-29 This work extends OISI to monitoring spontaneously developing SD in the ischemic cortex, and identifies patterns of optical change that characterize normal brain, the penumbra, and the infarct core. As a control, images of the SD waves in normal brain induced by a pinprick are also presented.

Abstract. Spreading depression (SD) waves occur in focal cerebral ischemia of the brain. Optical reflectance imaging at 550±10-nm wavelength using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, called optical intrinsic signal imaging (OISI) in the neuroscience community, provides high resolution imaging of SD waves based on changes in blood perfusion. We present optical images of SD waves in normal rat brain induced by a pinprick, and the spontaneous SD waves that follow middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO). The images of change in reflectance are calculated as \( A = (I(t) - I_0)/I_0 \) where \( I(t) \) is pixel intensity at some timepoint and \( I_0 \) is the initial intensity just prior to an SD wave. Difference images \( B = (I(t) - I(i-1))/I_0 \), where \( I(i) \) is the image at time \( i \) and \( I(i-1) \) is the previous image at time \( i-1 \) (a 6.4-s interval), significantly sharpen the boundaries between leading and trailing edges of the SD wave. Maximum rate-of-change images \( C = \max(B) \) display the maximum pixel value of \( B \) within the duration of a single SD wave, and provide an image that visualizes the entire penumbra. The penumbra appear bright due to a rapid drop in perfusion, while the normal brain and infarct area appear dark. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.2203654] Keywords: focal cerebral ischemia; middle cerebral artery occlusion; optical intrinsic signal imaging; spreading depression.
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As a technical contribution, this work introduces a differential image method for processing the sequence of camera images to improve visualization of the SD waves. The customary OISI image in the neurological community is based on the following calculation:

$$A = \frac{I - I_o}{I_o},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $I$ denotes the pixel values of the image at some time point, and $I_o$ denotes the initial image just prior to the SD wave. The difference image is a rate-of-change image, and is calculated:

$$B = \frac{I(i) - I(i-1)}{I_o},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $I(i)$ refers to the image at the $i$’th time point, and $I(i-1)$ refers to the immediately previous image at the time point $i-1$. The $B$ image is shown in this work to significantly enhance the leading and trailing edges of an SD wave, and to enhance the visualization of dilation and contraction of larger blood vessels. Both types of image, $A$ and $B$, are in dimensionless units and easily compared among investigators. However, it is important to note the time step ($\Delta t$) between image frames when reporting $B$ images. In this work, $\Delta t$ was 6.4 s. Finally, a maximum rate-of-change image is calculated:

$$C = \max(B),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where the maximum value of each pixel in $B$ over the $\sim$3-min duration of a particular SD wave is determined and displayed. The $C$ image is shown to visualize the entire penumbra region based on the vascular response during each SD wave. This work compares the $A$, $B$, and $C$ images of normal, penumbra, and infarct areas in rat brains with MCAO-induced ischemia.

We also present an optical model for the brain tissue preparation that involves thinning the skull to a 100-µm thickness and covering it with silicone oil. The preparation allows direct viewing of the brain tissue without disturbance. However, the light scattered by the thin skull layer influences the interpretation of optical changes of reflectance in terms of volume changes in the microvasculature of the brain. The model allows proper interpretation.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Animal Preparation

Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats ($n=10$) weighing 250 to 350 g were anesthetized using an intraperitoneal injection of $\alpha$-chloralose and urethane (50 and 600 mg/kg, respectively). The body temperature of the animal was monitored with a rectal temperature probe and maintained at 37.0±0.5 °C using a heating regulator pad. The femoral artery and vein were cannulated for the recording of arterial blood pressure and infusion of saline solution, respectively. The arterial pO$_2$, pCO$_2$, and pH were measured periodically. The skull above the left parietal cortex was thinned to about 100 µm with a saline-cooled dental drill to form a “window” of $6 \times 8$ mm, centered at 4.3-mm caudal and 3.3-mm lateral to the bregma. The window was then filled with silicone oil to avoid heat loss and prevent the skull from drying. Permanent focal cerebral ischemia was then induced using Longa’s method of intraluminal middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO).$^3$ For this procedure, the left carotid artery tree was isolated. A smooth monofilament nylon thread (diameter of 0.20 mm) was inserted from the lumen of the external carotid artery (ECA) into the internal carotid artery (ICA), with the advanced length being about 20 mm from the bifurcation of the common carotid artery (CCA) (see Fig. 1). All the monitored physiological parameters stayed within normal physiological range during the experiments. The mean arterial blood pressure (MABP) and blood gas values were as follows: MABP=98±11 mmHg, pO$_2$=145±14 mmHg, pCO$_2$=37±4 mmHg, and pH=7.4±0.1. Except for two rats, eight rats were found to present spontaneous SD waves within the 4-h period following MCAO. The statistical results shown here are based on the experiments performed in these eight rats, and the values are reported as mean±standard deviation, either for $n=8$ rats or for $n=16$ sites (8 rats×2 sites/rat). As a control, one rat was prepared for imaging, but rather than an MCAO, the animal received a pinprick in the middle of the window to induce an SD wave. The one rat experiment repeats multiple previous pinprick experiments not shown here.

2.2 Optical Imaging

After skull preparation and MCAO, the rat was fixed in a stereotactic frame and transferred to the OISI imaging system, described previously,$^{36}$ which required 15 min. A light source
at 550±10 nm was used to illuminate the parieto-occipital cortex through the cranial window. Illumination was oblique (~30 deg off the normal to the brain surface) to avoid glare from the tissue surface. Image acquisition was performed using a 12-bit CCD camera (480×640 pixel resolution, Pixelfly, PCO Computer Optics, Germany) attached to a microscope (Olympus SZ6045TRCTV, Japan) observing an area of 6×8 mm. Images were captured every 6.4 s (each image was the average of 256 frames, each at a 25-ms exposure time) starting 15 min after MCAO. For each animal, 1000 images were collected continuously over a 2-h period and stored on a personal computer. After a delay of less than 5 min, another 1000 images were acquired. In total, ten rats following MCAO were imaged for about 4 h. Through visual inspection of the image sequences, eight rats were observed to develop SD waves, and two rats did not develop SD waves.

2.3 Triphenyltetrazolium Chloride Staining

Immediately after imaging, the ten animals were sacrificed and their brains removed from the cranium. Five brains, two of which did not present SD waves, were immersed in a 2% solution of 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) at 37°C. After 30 min, the dorsal sides of these brains were imaged. The other five brains were cut into coronal slices at 3-mm intervals, immersed in a 2% solution of TTC, and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Images of the stained sections were then recorded. Figure 2 shows the MCAO-induced ischemic region stained by TTC.

2.4 Calibration of In Vivo Rat Brain Reflectance

The images of rat brain based on the intensity of reflected light were acquired in laboratory units of (counts/pixel), referred to as \( I \). After inducing the stroke and transferring the animal to the microscope, an image just prior to the first SD wave was acquired, and called \( I_a \). An image of a white plastic reflectance standard, calibrated to be \( R_{std} = 0.95 \) at 550 nm in separate experiments, was acquired, and is referred to as \( I_{std} \). The dark current of the camera was determined (72 counts/pixel) and is referred to as \( D_a \). The reflectance \( R \) of the rat brain was calculated, \( R = I_{std}/(I_a - D_a) \), yielding a reflectance image in dimensionless units [Fig. 3(a)]. The values of reflectance for five pixels (circles) on a central 195-μm-diameter artery \( R = 0.066 ± 0.002 \), mean ± standard deviation) and five pixels (squares) on brain tissue with only microvasculature (no large blood vessel) \( R = 0.134 ± 0.012 \) were obtained.

2.5 Optical Model for Brain Preparation

An optical model for the rat brain preparation was specified by the previously mentioned reflectance values (Fig. 3(b)).
Table 1 Parameters of optical model for the thinned-skull brain preparation. The refractive index ($n$), blood volume fraction ($f_b$), oxygen saturation of hemoglobin ($S$), absorption coefficient ($\mu_a$), scattering coefficient ($\mu_s$), anisotropy of scattering ($g$), and thickness or diameter ($d$), of tissue layers or structures are in the Monte Carlo model of the tissue preparation. The model mimics the behavior of Fig. 3(a) and the model geometry is shown in Fig. 3(b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$f_b$</th>
<th>$S$</th>
<th>$\mu_a$ [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$\mu_s$ [cm$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>$g$</th>
<th>$d$ [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silicone oil</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skull (bloodless)</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood vessel</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.0200 diam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain/microvasculature</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Image series of a pinprick-induced spreading depression (SD) wave in normal brain. [A images of relative reflectance, see Eq. (1)]. The region of the pinprick remains dark due to direct vascular trauma. An SD wave originates at the pinprick and spreads radially, presenting a bright region of increased reflectance due to a decrease in cerebral blood volume (CBV). A subsequent region of hyperperfusion occurs at the pinprick and spreads radially, presenting a dark region of decreased reflectance due to increased CBV. Each image is separated by 6.4 s. Scale is ±0.10, or ±10% changes in reflectance.
The brain preparation was modeled as a homogeneous brain tissue with microvasculature, a large (195 μm diam) superficial blood vessel, a 100-μm-thick skull, a 1-mm-thick layer of clear silicone oil, and a silicone-air surface boundary. A Monte Carlo computation was adapted to simulate this model. The optical properties of the components of the model were specified as absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ (cm$^{-1}$) and scattering coefficient $\mu_s$ (cm$^{-1}$), and anisotropy $g$. The optical properties of whole blood at 550 nm were assigned to the 195-μm-diam blood vessel in Fig. 3: $\mu_a = 259$ cm$^{-1}$, $\mu_s = 240$ cm$^{-1}$, and $g = 0.95$, for oxygen saturation of $S = 0.93$. The value of $\mu_s$ for the skull was adjusted, holding the values $g = 0.90$ and $\mu_a = 0.001$ cm$^{-1}$ constant, until the reflectance from the skull above the vessel reached the measured 0.066 value. The result for the skull was $\mu_s = 448$ cm$^{-1}$, with $g$ set equal to 0.90 and $\mu_a = 0.001$. Then, the optical properties were determined for the underlying brain tissue away from the blood vessel but with an overlying skull layer, by varying the blood volume fraction ($f_b$) of the brain tissue while holding the scattering properties of the brain constant, until the reflectance matched the measured 0.134 value. The oxygen saturation of the mixed arterio-venous microvasculature was held constant at $S = 0.90$. The optical scattering properties for brain plus microvasculature were assigned values based on the linear combination of a fraction $f_b$ of whole blood and a fraction of $(1-f_b)$ of bloodless brain tissue. Properties for bloodless brain were estimated ($\mu_a = 0.001$, $\mu_s = 410$ cm$^{-1}$, $g = 0.82$) from literature reports. The result for the brain tissue that matched the 0.134 reflectance was $f_b = 0.16$, $\mu_s = 40.3$ cm$^{-1}$, $\mu_a = 401$ cm$^{-1}$, and $g = 0.84$. Figure 3(b) shows the model geometry, and Table 1 summarizes the model parameters. While a more careful study should fully explore the optical properties of this tissue preparation, the prior preliminary model is sufficiently accurate to allow an interpretation of changes in reflectance in acquired OISI images in terms of changes in microvasculature blood volume fraction ($f_b$). Figure 3(c) shows the relationship between the reflectance of the brain plus microvasculature with the thinned overlying skull versus the blood volume fraction of the microvasculature. The slope $\Delta R/\Delta f_b$ at the experimentally observed data point ($f_b = 0.16$, $R = 0.134$) is $-0.41$. Therefore, when a 10% increase in reflectance ($\Delta R = 0.10 R = 0.0134$) is seen in an A image, the corresponding change in the volume

Fig. 5 Image series of a pinprick-induced spreading depression (SD) wave in normal brain [B images of rate of change in reflectance, see Eq. (2)], same progression as Fig. 4. The B images are rate-of-change images that highlight the leading and trailing edges of the SD wave. Scale is 4% change in reflectance per 6.4-s time interval.
fraction of microvasculature should have decreased 21% (Δf_{v0} = 0.21f_{v0} = 0.033 = 0.0134/0.41).

2.6 Image Processing

The sequences of images of the normal and ischemic rat brains were processed as described in the Introduction in Sec. 1 to yield A images, \( A = (I - I_{o})/I_{o} \); B images, \( B = [I(i) - I(i - 1)]/I_{o} \); and C images, \( C = \text{max}(B) \). The A images are the form usually reported in the neuroscience literature. The B images are introduced to offer better contrast when visualizing the leading and trailing edges of an SD wave. The C images are introduced to better visualize the entire penumbra.

24 image frames distributed evenly throughout the ~3-min period of a single SD wave in both normal brain and ischemic brain were chosen for display. Also, six positions in each frame were chosen for display of the time dynamics of the tissue reflectance, two in each of the three areas, 1 = normal brain in the medial dorsal region, 2 = penumbra in the intermediate cortex that transitions between normal and infarct, and 3 = infarct in the lateral region where the ischemic core is located. Two points for each area were chosen for display to illustrate the degree of reproducibility in the signals. The time points extended over 3 min for the normal brain to display one SD wave induced by a pinprick, and over a 4-h period for the ischemic brain to display the cyclic pattern of multiple spontaneous SD waves. The signals in a 5 × 5 pixel region of interest centered on each of the six chosen positions were averaged for this display. To demonstrate the maximum rate-of-change image of the penumbra, C images were prepared for the first three SD waves in one rat.

3 Results

3.1 Spreading Depression Waves in Normal Rat Brain Induced by Pinprick

Figures 4–6 show the time course over a 3-min period of a single SD wave induced by a pinprick in a normal rat brain. Figure 4 shows the customary image, \( A = (I - I_{o})/I_{o} \). Figure 5 shows the differential image, \( B = [I(i) - I(i - 1)]/I_{o} \). Figure 6 shows a plot of the time course of reflectivity expressed as both A and B signals, presenting one example from each of the three regions (traces show regions labeled as 1a, 2a, and 3a in Figs. 4 and 5) that in later experiments will be associated with the normal, penumbra, and infarct areas of the MCAO-induced ischemic brain. The traces illustrate that the A and B images of the three regions in normal brain behave the same in response to pinprick-induced SD waves.

In Fig. 4, the A images (change in reflectance) show an initial increase in reflectivity as the SD wave propagates due to vasculature contraction, followed by darkening as hyper-
perfusion occurs, then a slow return to normal values. This behavior is consistent with behavior cited in previous reports. The pinprick itself remains dark, presumably due to local inflammatory vasodilation due to tissue damage. A large artery traverses the field of view and appears white because it is contracting, decreasing its blood volume and allowing more reflected light from underlying tissue to escape to the camera. The edges of the blood vessel look especially white in early frames, consistent with contraction of the vessel. In later frames, the vessels again dilate and return to a gray color.

In Fig. 5, the B images (rate of change in reflectance) show the same information but with several advantages. 1. The leading edge and trailing edge of the SD wave are significantly sharpened, allowing the SD wave to be more clearly visualized. 2. Sudden contraction of the artery presents as a vessel with a bright outer edge (e.g., frames 3, 4, and 5), as the reflectance at the vessel edge increases due to the drop in blood volume in those pixels. 3. Sudden dilation of larger blood vessels presents as a vessel with a dark outer edge, as the reflectance drops at the vessel edge (e.g., frames 4, 5, and 6). 4. The A images tend to appear saturated, either as light areas of decreased blood volume or dark areas of increased blood perfusion, while B images better avoid saturation and remain responsive to changes in blood volume.

Figure 6 shows the time course of a single SD wave induced by a pinprick in normal rat brain for the three positions (1a, 2a, and 3a) shown in the first frame of Figs. 4 and 5. Both the A and B signals are plotted. The time dynamics at a particular point were able to discriminate a brief initial drop of reflectance $-3.6\pm1.0\%$, $n=16$ sites, indicating a brief hypoperfusion. Then, the standard pattern seen in Figs. 4 and 5 occurred. There was a rise in reflectance $1.1\pm1.6\%$ as perfusion decreased, then a strong drop in reflectance $-15\pm3.9\%$ as a hyperperfusion developed (see Table 2). Finally, there was a recovery toward zero as normal perfusion was restored. The associated B measurements present the time derivative of the A values, in other words positive when $A$ was increasing and negative when $A$ was decreasing. All the

![Fig. 7 Image sequence of an ischemia-induced SD wave in brain after MCAO procedure (A images of relative reflectance), showing one SD wave. Top region is normal brain (contains sites 1a and 1b), intermediate region is penumra (2a and 2b), and the lower region is the infarct area (3a and 3b). The SD wave originates in the penumra, presenting a white region of increased reflectance due to a drop in cerebral blood volume (CBV). Subsequently, normal brain darkens quickly as reflectance drops below the initial reflectance level due to the hyperperfusion. In contrast, the penumra returns slowly to normal reflectance with very little hyperperfusion. The infarct area shows no changes.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/May-June-2006/Downloaded-From-https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
3.2 Spontaneous Spreading Depression Waves in Ischemic Rat Brain

Following MCAO to induce a region of ischemia in each animal, a series of \( n \) spontaneous SD waves (\( n = 10 \pm 4 \)), each roughly 3 min in duration, developed during the 4-h period of image acquisition. Figures 7–9 show the time course of one SD wave (the second SD wave in a series of 15 SD episodes experienced by this rat).

In Fig. 7, the \( A \) images showed that the behavior in regions 1 (normal), 2 (penumbra), and 3 (infarct) differed. In region 1 (normal), the \( A \) images show an initial increase in reflectivity (decrease in blood) in the medial cortical region near the midline (0.3 to 2-mm lateral), followed by a dark region of hyperperfusion. This behavior was similar to that seen in the pinprick-induced SD of normal brain. In region 2 (penumbra), the initial increase in reflectivity is seen, but the hyperperfusion does not significantly occur and the reflectivity only slowly recovers to the baseline value. In region 3 (infarct), there is little change in the reflectivity over the measurement time period.

Figure 8 shows the \( B \) images of the MCAO-induced SD waves. In region 1 (normal), the \( B \) images clearly show the movement of an SD wave, with an initial rising reflectivity (white area) followed by a decreasing reflectivity (dark area). In the leading edge of the SD wave, the perfusion was dropping rapidly, which caused the leading edge to appear white in these difference images. In the trailing edge of the SD wave, the perfusion was increasing rapidly, a hyperperfusion that caused the trailing edge to appear dark in these difference images (e.g., frames 7 through 12). After this hyperperfusion, the blood perfusion recovered, which caused the region to appear white during this recovery period. In region 2 (penumbra), there was an initial rapidly rising reflectivity that appeared white, but only a slow recovery toward normal perfusion without any hypeperfusion, and this recovery was too slow to cause the difference image to be very white, so it remained relatively gray. In region 3 (infarct), there were no changes in reflectivity. The SD wave did not invade the infarcted area.

Figure 9 shows the time course of a single SD wave in the ischemic rat brain for the three positions (1a, 2a, and 3a) shown in the first frame of Figs. 7 and 8. In region 1 (normal), the behavior is like the normal rat brain (Fig. 6). There was an...
initial rise in reflectivity (3.0±2.6%, n=16 sites on eight rats) due to a drop in blood perfusion, followed by a decrease in reflectivity (−12.5±2.8%) due to hyperperfusion. Then, the vessels recovered and normal reflectance was restored. In region 2 (penumbra), the initial increase in reflectance was stronger (12.1±3.6%) as blood perfusion dropped. However, the penumbra did not experience the strong hyperperfusion seen in normal brain, but showed only a slight drop in reflectivity (−4.1±2.1%) (see Table 2). Then, reflectance recovered toward normal levels. In region 3 (infarct), there were no changes in reflectivity due to SD waves, although the reflectance slowly increased (3.1±2.5%). The B images highlighted this behavior. The initial penumbra response was especially strong, showing a rapid decrease in perfusion recorded as a strong rising reflectance.

Figure 10 shows the full time course of A signals over the 400-s period of imaging in the normal brain with a pinprick-induced SD wave. The horizontal bar shows the portion of the time course that appeared in Fig. 6. Figure 10 shows the A signals of all six positions, 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b (specified in the first frame of Figs. 4 and 5). The purpose of this figure is to illustrate the degree of reproducibility in such signals.

Figure 11 shows the full time course of A signals over the 4-h period of imaging in the ischemic brain. The short horizontal bar at −0.5 h shows the portion of the time course that appeared in Fig. 9. Figure 11 shows all six positions, 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b (specified in the first frame of Figs. 8 and 9). There was a 5-min break in data acquisition at 2 h. In positions 1a and 1b (normal), the first 2 h of SD waves showed an initial rise in reflectance, followed by a pronounced drop in reflectance. In the latter 2 h, the initial rise in reflectance did not occur, but the strong drop in reflectance continued to be a reliable indicator of SD waves. In positions 2a and 2b (penumbra) in the first 2 h, the initial rise in reflectance during each SD wave was stronger than in normal brain, but in the latter 2 h the rise was greatly diminished. There was no drop in reflectance in the penumbra. In positions 3a and 3b (infarct), only a very slight transient rise in reflectance was apparent with some SD waves, but in general the infarct was nonresponsive to SD waves.

Figure 12 presents the C images (maximum rate-of-change in reflectance) that visualized the entire penumbra. As a single SD wave propagated across the brain, the sequence of images recorded the time-resolved history of that propagation. View-
ing the sequence as the rate-of-change \( B \) images, the \( B \) value of each pixel as a function of time was accessed and the maximum \( B \) value of that pixel assigned to the \( C \) image. Hence, the \( C \) image was a maximum rate-of-change image.

Figure 12 shows an initial image in the laboratory units of counts/pixel. Figures 12 and 12 show the \( C \) images of the first, second, and third SD waves. Both the normal brain and the infarct area appeared dark, while the penumbra appeared bright. One can observe the penumbra-infarct boundary progressing slowly into the penumbra, as the infarct grows and the penumbra shrinks, while the penumbra-normal boundary remains constant.

4 Discussion

The aim of this work is to present new methods of preparing OISI images that enhanced the contrast of SD waves. This work presents three types of images derived from the same sequence of intensity images: \( A \) images that indicated the change in reflectance, \( B \) images that indicated regions of rapid change in reflectance and enhanced the leading and trailing edges of the SD wave, and \( C \) images that indicated the maximum rate of change in reflectance per 6.4-s time interval over the time duration of a single SD wave and visualized the penumbra.

This work also presents an optical model of the thinned skull model employed for the OISI imaging. Such an optical model enables proper interpretation of changes in reflectance in terms of the true changes in microvascular blood volume fraction. The optical images of reflected intensity were calibrated to yield reflectance images. The values of reflectance from an area with a large blood vessel versus an area lateral to the blood vessel allowed specification of the model (see Fig. 3 and Table 1), which described the brain preparation as a homogeneous brain tissue with microvasculature, a typical superficial large blood vessel (195 \( \mu \)m-diam), an overlying 100-\( \mu \)m-thick skull, an outer 1-mm layer of silicone oil, and a silicone/air surface. The model allows the observed changes in \( A \) images to be interpreted in terms of changes in blood volume fraction \( f_v \) of the brain microvasculature. The resting brain had a reflectance of 0.134 with a microvasculature blood volume fraction \( f_v \) of 0.16. A 10% increase in \( R \) corresponded to a 21% decrease in \( f_v \). The optical model presented in this work is preliminary, and more work should be done. The blood volume fraction of 0.16 seems quite high, although optical measurements are relatively superficial and the blood content of the outer layer of the cortex may have a higher local perfusion than the average brain perfusion. The literature values for scattering properties of brain at 550 nm were based on autopsy samples of human brain. We have
observed that optical scattering of brain in mice drops rapidly upon excision. So, more work is needed. Nevertheless, the model provides an initial estimate of the quantitative change in perfusion associated with a measured change in reflectance in OISI.

4.1 Relevance of Optical Signals to Ischemia
For wavelengths around 550 nm, the reflectance signal of SD waves primarily reflected the local cerebral blood volume (CBV) change. Roughly, a decrease of reflectance signal indicated an increase of local CBV, and an increase of signal represented a decrease of CBV. Previous work has suggested that the dramatic hyperperfusion during the induced SD in normal cortex is a cause for the increase in CBV.26,27 This work illustrates the time progression of an initial increase in reflectance due to contraction of vasculature, followed by a more pronounced drop in reflectance due to the previously reported hyperperfusion as blood vessels overdilate. However, this classic response was not uniform in the MCAO-induced ischemic brain. This work indicates that the penumbra showed an enhanced initial increase in reflectance due to microvasculature contraction, but the vessels did not subsequently overdilate and only slowly recovered toward normal. The infarct area showed no significant changes in reflectance. The hemodynamic responses during spontaneous SD waves depend on the residual cerebral blood flow (CBF).31,32 In the area of normal perfusion, the metabolic workload of SD wave propagation is coupled to a simultaneous increase in CBF, so the CBV also shows an increase. In the penumbral area, the decrease of CBV is related to reduced microcirculation associated with spontaneous SD.33

Table 2 Summary of changes in reflectance in different regions of brain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Initial increase in $R$</th>
<th>Later decrease in $R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinpricked normal brain</td>
<td>1.1 ± 1.6%</td>
<td>−15 ± 3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD, normal brain</td>
<td>3.0 ± 2.6%</td>
<td>−12.5 ± 2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD, penumbra</td>
<td>12.1 ± 3.6%</td>
<td>−4.1 ± 2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD, infarct</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11 Time course of ischemia-induced $A$ signals for six sites (1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b in Figs. 3 and 4) to illustrate the reproducibility of the SD wave signals. Horizontal bar shows the time domain of data shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 12 Maximum rate-of-change images [C images, see Eq. (3)] of the first three SD waves induced by ischemia. (a) Original image just prior to first SD wave, shown in units of counts/pixel. (b) First SD wave, as C image. (c) Second SD wave. (d) Third SD wave. Each wave requires about 3 min to propagate over the field of view. These C images show the maximum B signal of each pixel over that time duration. The penumbra (intermediate region of image) shows bright, because each SD wave elicits a rapid initial rise in reflectance due to a sudden constriction of microvasculature. The normal brain (top region) and infarct (lower region) remain dark. Note that the lower penumbra-infarct boundary is slowly moving upward in (b), (c), and (d), indicating the slow expansion of the infarct and shrinkage of the penumbra. The upper penumbra-normal boundary is stable.


